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com/Q: How do I change my display resolution in Mac OS X 10.5.4? I own a MacBook Pro with built-in Intel core 2 duo T7500, screen is 1600x900, but I can only see the
display as 1024x768. I want to change my display resolution to the native resolution. A: Try the following: Boot into Safe Mode (F8 at the Apple menu) After you boot up to
Safe Mode, click on Utilities and open up Terminal Type in: sudo gedit /etc/X11/xorg.conf When Terminal opens you should see a screen similar to this: Hit Ctrl+X and you
can copy and paste what is there in the file. After you have done so, place the cursor at the end of the xorg.conf file and hit Enter. Now navigate to the Video settings tab
and hit the + button and add in the new resolution for the maximum, as well as the additional resolutions you want to add. You can do this for each Resolution you want to
add. If you want to make changes to the current resolution you should not need to add them, but I'm sure your MacBook Pro is capable of them. Now click on File, Save and
type in a name (change the extension to.conf) Hit Save and Close Exit out of Terminal by hitting Ctrl+D. In Terminal run: sudo cp /etc/X11/xorg.conf.new /etc/X11/xorg.conf
sudo reboot You will now have the correct resolution. If the resolution is still off do this: sudo gedit /etc/X11/xorg.conf Again, this should be rather simple to fix, but
sometimes you need to get into a little deeper. Hope this helps! Q: How to multiply and add and store in an array? I am trying to multiply and add values to an array to then
print them out in the correct order. I am pretty sure the problem
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Antonio Cassano: Liverpool should 'ask' Roma for Juve star Mario Balotelli's hat-trick against Liverpool last weekend put an end to the Italian's early-season horror show,
with performances like his at Anfield are exactly what the Serie A side need. And Cassano, who scored twice against Brendan Rodgers' men, is hoping Liverpool travel to the
Stadio Olimpico and ask for his services. "Balotelli is one of the most important players on the pitch," the former Italian international told Sky Italia. "It is an amazing and
positive signal for Juventus to sign him. They need to strengthen the squad and they won't have to pay that much. "They should also ask Roma for me, they are a great
team and are in a period of crisis." Cassano could not prevent Roma from losing on Sunday, however, as goals from Kuyt and Luis Suarez sealed all three points in Turin.
The former AC Milan forward remains confident, though, that the reigning champions can regain the lost ground against the likes of Juventus, Inter and Napoli. "I think this
is a great game for Roma, that's why they have come back with a lot of energy and focus," he said. "It's true that they are the team to beat in the league but they're going
through a difficult time right now. "They have not been as convincing in recent matches, having conceded a goal to Sampdoria. But they are a strong team, with an
intelligent and skillful coach. They have good players and know how to create chances. "My desire to play at this level is huge, but I know it is difficult to get a place in a
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